
Tuesday 
General Meeting

10/13/2020



How To Become A Member ?

@UW-FinanceAssociation

Benefits as a UWFA member
● Access to UWFA programing 

○ Professional development workshops
○ Corporate connections & alumni connections
○ Access to FUIG 
○ Build a strong community 

Membership Requirement 
● Pay $25 membership fee
● Attend at minimum 5 meetings per quarter

○ Attendance on Zoom, first and last name



Stay Informed!

Join Our GENERAL  
Facebook Page 

Join Our MEMBER 
Facebook Page 

● Open to any and all! ● Members only
● Thursday Links



WE’RE MOVING! 

@UW Finance Association @uwfinanceassociation uwfinanceassociation.com@university of washington 
finance association

https://www.facebook.com/groups/387028371977308/
https://www.instagram.com/uwfinanceassociation/
https://www.uwfinanceassociation.com/
https://washington.zoom.us/j/97393977385
https://www.uwfinanceassociation.com/


Career 
Opportunities

 Application links and Eligibility are on 
the  the UWFA website

We update the career opportunities 
Sunday evenings.

❏ Oaktree Client Relations, Closed End 
Portfolio, Risk Analytics Summer 
Interns 

❏ Amazon Finance Rotational 
Program

❏ Vanguard Summer Intern
❏ Citadel Summer Intern
❏ Blackstone Summer Intern
❏ JPM Wealth Management Intern



DA Davidson 
Thursday 5:30-6:30 

Market Update, Career 
Opportunities, and Zoom 

Interviewing 

Zoom information will be posted on 
the Member 20-21 facebook page



Paper Trading 
Competition 
(Deadline to register tonight!)

Think you have what it takes to be the 
next Warren Buffett?
1. Submission is FREE for UWFA Members
2. Link to register is on UWFA Members 

Facebook page
3. $50 prize pool for top 3 performers
4. Winners will be announced on the last 

meeting of the quarter
5. Weekly Leaderboards will be posted
6. Weekly top performers will share their 

strategy to the club
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Member Groups QR Code

AND BECAUSE IT’S TIME TO 
SIGN UP FOR MEMBER GROUPS



Investment Banking – Introduction 
November 2019



Curriculum
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TYPES OF EVENTS
• Student-run workshops to cover UWIBA Curriculum

• Small group meetings to review materials and track each student’s unique 

recruiting process & interview preparation

• Banker-led lessons on technical and valuation concepts

• Industry panel events to increase students’ personal network and discuss 

key curriculum topics

• Mock interviews to prepare members to land offers

TOPIC PROGRESSION

YOU WILL LEARN
• Networking & Interview 

Guidance

• Accounting Foundations

• Excel & PowerPoint Skills

• Financial Statement Analysis & 

Projections

• Valuation Methodologies

What is 
I-Banking?

Networking & 
Interviews

Quantitative 
Preparation

Case Study #1 Qualitative 
Preparation

Case Study #2



Professionals

Industry Exposure 
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PROFESSIONAL PANELS

80+
50+ Firms
10+ Success Stories

Get instant access to our extensive network through our exclusive panel events, 
professional contact database, and one-on-one mentorship program

1-ON-1 MENTORSHIP

• Attend panels to hear various perspectives on networking, recruiting, and 
navigating a career in Investment Banking

• Participate in group discussions and apply expert advice to your own career 
exploration and development

• Build relationships with panel members to strengthen your personal network 
and better position yourself to land a high-level career in Finance

• Vast network of professionals from over 50 different firms to match our 
Associates with mentors that fit their specific career interests & goals

• In-person or phone conversations, twice a month, to follow your networking and 
recruiting path and offer guidance

• Facilitating strong relationships that can open doors to other professional 
connections and potential referrals for job opportunities of your interest



Mentors & Small Groups
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Recruiting Guidance

Members assigned a peer mentor who has already successfully navigated the 
rigorous IB recruiting process & completed a Summer Analyst role

• Mentors will tell you from 
firsthand experience what it 
takes to land an offer in this 
industry 

• If mentors feel you’ve been 
proactive, they’ll share valuable 
contacts from top banks and put 
a good word out on your behalf 

Technical Help
• Technical concepts related to 

banking can be difficult; luckily, 
mentors will be there for 
one-on-one help when needed

• Quiz sections will be held 
following lectures to ensure 
every member walks away with 
in-depth understanding, ready to 
ace their next interview

PEER MENTORSHIP
Review curriculum concepts, support 
each other through recruiting process

SMALL GROUPS

Launching small group sessions, led by a peer mentor, to break down curriculum 
concepts and provide individual guidance to each student

Share understanding of 
curriculum & recruiting tips

Work together on models & case 
studies, technical prep

Prepare for interviews through 
live group practice



• Our application is open now and the deadline is Thursday, 
October 15th @ 5:00 p.m.

• We will review applications on October 15th; interview 
invitations will go out that evenings

• Decisions will be released for the 2020-2021 UWIBA 
cohort on October 20th; we expect your acceptance by 
October 22nd

• Please follow our LinkedIn page closely to learn about any 
schedule updates and access our past presentations!

• link to apply: https://forms.gle/tHTwh5m7tByPKPpRA

Timeline
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Our application is now open, but we encourage applicants to take advantage of 
our upcoming events to improve their resume before applying

INTERVIEWS
Fri.–Sun., Oct. 16th-18th 

DECISIONS RELEASED
Tues., Oct. 20th 10/20

UWIBA SCHEDULE

10/16

https://forms.gle/tHTwh5m7tByPKPpRA


Markets in Review

October 6th - October 13th // UWFA Weekly Update





10/13

$350.13

A Week in Review
$334.93

10/6

+4.54%

What Moved Us?
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What Moved Us?

1. Stimulus Speculation

2. Earnings Optimism



‘HEROES ACT’ Speculation

$2.2T

$0.3T



‘HEROES ACT’ Speculation

$2.2T

$0.3T

$1.8T



Corporate Earnings Optimism
Investors are raising Q3 corporate earnings expectations
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Oct. 9 S&P 500 -20.5%

Q2 S&P 500 Actual: -32%
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Raising Q3 Earnings Expectations...Why?

Corporate Earnings Optimism
Change in expected S&P 500 

earnings-per-shares, comparing start vs end of 

each quarter based on earnings estimates

?



Raising Q3 Earnings Expectations...Why?

● Celebrate continued bounce of July / 

August in Q3 reports

● Growth in consumer spending & job 

gains (but cooling down)

● Robust tech earnings TBA

● Earnings bottomed in Q2

Corporate Earnings Optimism
Change in expected S&P 500 

earnings-per-shares, comparing start vs end of 

each quarter based on earnings estimates



Foreign Exchange

October 6th - October 13th // UWFA Weekly Update



Foreign Exchange Rates
$/€

What are they?
Why do they matter?
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As of 10/12/2020
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What are they?
Why do they matter?



Foreign Exchange Rates



Foreign Exchange Rates

Why would Trump 
want a weak Dollar? 



Foreign Exchange Rates

● Exports more attractive

● Stimulate job growth

● Less dependant on Imports

● Stimulate economy 

● Fit narrative



Foreign Exchange Rates

Why might countries manipulate 
their currency?  

How would they do so?



Foreign Exchange Rates

“Pegged Exchange Rate”
U.A.E

“Dirty Float Exchange Rate”
China



Foreign Exchange Rates
● Currency Stability 

● Main Good Trade Ease

● Benefit From Pegged Economy

● Avoid Inflation

● Manageable Growth

● Keep Currency Weak 



US Dollar Index (USDX)



Which 6 major currencies are used in the USDX?
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Which 6 major currencies are used in the USDX?

Euro
(EUR)

Swedish 
Krona

(SEK)

Swiss 
Franc 

(CHF)

Canadian 
Dollar 
(CAD)

Japanese 
Yen
(JPY)

British 
Pound

(GBP)



US Dollar Index (USDX)
The rest of world @ USD: 



Foreign Exchange: YTD
USD-JPY
USD-GBP
USD-CHF
USD-EUR
USD-CNY



Why did the GBP depreciate so much?
USD-JPY
USD-GBP
USD-CHF
USD-EUR
USD-CNY



Foreign Exchange: Past Month

USD-JPY
USD-GBP
USD-CHF
USD-EUR
USD-CNY



Brexit Negotiations Devalue the British Pound 

USD:GBP

9/17

9/23
$.786
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Brexit Negotiations Devalue the British Pound 

USD:GBP

10/5

9/23



Brexit Negotiations Devalue the British Pound 

USD:GBP

10/5

9/23



UWFA’s Deep Dive into 
SPACs

  Wall Street’s 

  Latest Darling 



Why are they relevant right now?

SPAC IPOs, Total Proceeds and Count

+10X IPO Count
+15X Total Proceeds 

Source: SPACInsider



+$28B
Doubled 
in past 2 
months

Why are they relevant right now?

SPAC IPOs, Total Proceeds and Count

+10X IPO Count
+15X Total Proceeds 

$25B
Aug 15

Source: SPACInsider
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Why are they relevant right now?

Closed Announced Potential



What are they?

Source: NASDAQ

Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs) are publicly-traded investment vehicles that raise funds via an 
IPO in order to complete a future acquisition. They provide private companies with a unique way to access the 
public markets, while offering investors a way to co-invest side-by-side with best-in-class sponsors.



What are they?

Mechanics of a Spac merger:
Ex. DraftKings
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What are they?

Mechanics of a Spac merger:
Ex. DraftKings



Why are they gaining popularity?

Thoughts?



Why are they gaining popularity?

1. Efficiency
2. Less Regulated
3. Better Sponsors



1. Efficiency



1. Efficiency

- SPAC process is much 
faster than an IPO

- WEEKS vs YEARS
- 20% higher sale price 

compared to PE deal

Source: Investopedia



1. Efficiency

IPO:

Variety of institutional 
investors 

SPAC:

Single buyer



2. Less Regulated

- Limited S-1 reporting
- No lockup rule

- Usually investors can’t 
sell shares for period 
of time after a 
company goes public



2. Less Regulated

SPAC Fees:

Banks rake in fees from SPAC IPO boom



3. Better Sponsors

More accomplished 
group of sponsors?

Increase after acquisition: 
- Hyliion 170%
- Virgin Galactic 62%
- Nikola 470%
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3. Better Sponsors

More accomplished 
group of sponsors?

Increase after acquisition: 
- Hyliion 170%
- Virgin Galactic 62%
- Nikola 470%



3. Better Sponsors

Sources: FT and Bloomberg



3 421

Why SPACs might not be so SPACtacular
4 arguments against investing in a SPAC

Fail to Acquire Fail to Perform
● A majority of 

SPACs that IPO’d 
since 2016 remain 
below $10/share

● SPAC 
management 
teams usually 
granted 20% as 
promote, called 
‘founder shares’ or 
‘sponsor shares.’

Poor Incentives
● SPACs may fail to 

find a target 
company within 2 
years, prompting 
return of 
shareholder capital 
+ treasury yield

Exorbitant Fees
● Founder shares 

lose value in sync 
with common 
shareholders, 
instead of giving 
common 
shareholders 
liquidation 
preference
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1rwEjel22Y&t=87


Why are they relevant right now?

Chamath Palihapitiya

IPOA: $600M

IPOB: $360M

IPOC: $720M

IPOD: $350
IPOE: $650M
IPOF: $1B

With 20% Post-IPO Founder’s Share Promote...
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Chamath Palihapitiya

IPOA: $600M

IPOB: $360M

IPOC: $720M

IPOD: $350
IPOE: $650M
IPOF: $1B

With 20% Post-IPO Founder’s Share Promote...

$736M

In fees
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What’s the conclusion?

Seller’s Perspective Investor’s Perspective

Efficient

For the owners of a private company, 
selling shares to a SPAC is a faster and 
less costly way to access public equity 
markets than the traditional IPO route

Risky

SPACs often fail to create any 
value for shareholders, 
especially funds of less size, 
and can sometimes entirely 
fail to acquire 

Expensive

Fees paid to underwriters and 
sponsors can significantly 
dilute shareholders and make 
meaningful value creation hard 
to achieve
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But it’s not all bad for investors… it gives retail investors access to institutional level entry into 
IPOs and lets asset allocators bet on a horse jockey instead of a racehorse.
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What’s the conclusion?

Seller’s Perspective Investor’s Perspective

Efficient

For the owners of a private company, 
selling shares to a SPAC is a faster and 
less costly way to access public equity 
markets than the traditional IPO route

Risky

SPACs often fail to create any 
value for shareholders, 
especially funds of less size, 
and can sometimes entirely 
fail to acquire 

Expensive

Fees paid to underwriters and 
sponsors can significantly 
dilute shareholders and make 
meaningful value creation hard 
to achieve

If you’re going to invest in one, research the fees (as they’re rapidly changing), and make sure the 
manager is excellent

Masayoshi Son
Visionary, Billionaire, Memelord



Becoming a Member!

If you’re interested in becoming a 
member please fill out this survey. It 
will walk you through all the steps 
and if you have any questions please 
let us know!



APPENDIX



10/13 Education Committee Feedback

● Timing could be improved
● Slides could be more aesthetics

○ Consistent formatting
○ Some slides too text heavy

● Engaging
○ Polls
○ Opportunities for chat responses 
○ Breakout rooms



10/13 Education Committee Itinerary

● US Equities
○ S&P Update -- what moved the market?

■ Tyler : ‘HEROES Act’ speculation - https://www.wsj.com/articles/white-house-preparing-new-1-8-trillion-stimulus-proposal-11602259814

■ Blake : Corporate earnings optimism - https://www.wsj.com/articles/investors-are-betting-corporate-earnings-have-turned-a-corner-11602408600?mod=markets_lead_pos1

■ (maybe) Improving political certainty around presidential election -- uncertainty subsiding
○ ForEx Update -- what currencies moved most and why? - Alyssa - John to send articles 

■ Econ Deep dive on ForEx - John 
○ SPAC (Special purpose acquisition company) Deep Dive - Ian mostly 

■ Why are they relevant right now? - Recently purchased Supreme, (maybe) Boston Red Sox, Nikola, Shaq + Disney forming a SPAC right now, Bill Ackman Pershing 
Square $4B SPAC

● Examples of SPAC purchases
○ Virgin Galactic, DraftKings, Clover Healthcare

■ What are they? 
● Nuts and bolts of how they work

■ Why are they gaining popularity?
● Why better than traditional IPO?

○ Go through SEC regulations faster -- might end soon? (Nikola was a red flag)
● Investors can be a value-add to the company (as opposed to general public ownership through IPO)

■ Should they be gaining popularity? - Alyssa to likely jump in here
● Cons, potential bubble? 

■ Should we invest?

https://www.wsj.com/articles/investors-are-betting-corporate-earnings-have-turned-a-corner-11602408600?mod=markets_lead_pos1

